
Conversion Note
Welcome to issue #18 of "The Log That Flies", a roleplaying and science fiction zine from January 1996. It was originally written for the Interregnum amateur publishing association (APA) by Peter Maranci (that's me). I published Interregnum from issues #1-#26, after which I burned out and eventually passed the reins along to Kiralee McCauley. After another 18 issues or so, Interregnum ended for good.Interregnum (IR for short) usually contained 8-12 zines by different authors, and ran from 60 - 120 total pages per issue. It was customary for each zine to have an article on the topic selected by the editor (i.e. me), comments on zines from the previous issue, and anything else that the writer felt like talking about.I used a desktop publishing program called Publish-It 4.0 for Windows to create this zine. Unfortunately that program is WAY out of date, and no longer plays well with Adobe Acrobat; it's a miracle that I can still open the files!Since I can't output directly to Adobe Acrobat any more, I printed the zine and scanned it as a PDF. I've annotated it from a modern August 2008) perspective for your reading pleasure. I wrote 26 issues of TLTF for Interregnum. Prior to that I'd written 22 zines for IR's predecessor, The Wild Hunt APA. If you're counting, that's 50 zines in all. Interregnum ceased publication in 2002.If you're looking for more of this sort of thing, you'll find lots in the Zines section of http://www.maranci.net/rq.htm, including at least a couple of complete issues of the entire Interregnum APA (that is, ALL of the zines - not just mine).

Conversion Note
As with most of my zines, the text for this issue was written in ASCII using a great old text editor called PC-Write 2.5. I then imported the text into Publish-It 4.0 for Windows, an early desk-top-publishing program. It tended to crash quite a lot.Some minor editing and resizing was needed for this online version, because some of the old fonts are no longer available; that threw things off. Still, this version is virtually identical to the zine that was originally published in January 1996.I hope you enjoy it! ->Peter

pmaran01
All of this contact information is long out of date, of course. If you want to reach me, pmaranci@gmail.com is your best choice; I'll be glad to hear from you, unless you're a spammer.I had subtitled most of my zines for The Wild Hunt APA, but stopped doing that once I started Interregnum until "The Log That Flies" #15.

pmaran01
"Dead-end" is putting it mildly! I spent eight years working for a large venture-capital law firm. There were a few decent people there, but the vast majority of the management were simply vile. My workplace became abusive in the worst way. I only wish I'd left that place years earlier.As for the RuneQuest campaign, that didn't last long.



pmaran01
By coincidence, I sent a copy of this issue to an author with a relatively complicated name. I hope I didn't offend him, but it's possible. We had corresponded slightly, and I never heard from him again after this.

pmaran01
Hmm. I really did idolize Babylon 5 back in those days. Since then, I've re-evaluated it a bit. It was quite good, but there were definitely some flaws. Of course, some (but not all) of those flaws were due to problems with actors leaving the show unexpectedly, and the uncertainty over whether there would be a fifth year.That said, I think that part of the reason I was SUCH a huge B5 fan was that there had been such a terrible lack of even marginally intelligent SF TV for so many years. I was parched with thirst for intelligent genre entertainment, in a manner of speaking.



pmaran01
The first Arisia ever held was also my first convention, and I have yet to miss an Arisia!

pmaran01
These days I'm much smarter. I always make sure to arrive at the con *early*.

pmaran01
Science fiction conventions can be confusing for those who aren't used to them. Fans are almost universally eccentric, friendly, and many are socially maladroit. Some "mundane" people simply can't cope with that.Over the years at the Park Plaza, the staff and management ranged from confused hostility to friendly appreciation. Eventually a change in management ended the relationship between the Park Plaza and Arisia altogether; I'd like to think that hurt the Park Plaza's bottom line, because it was a stupid decision on their part.It probably DID hurt them, since they cancelled Arisia at the last minute and replaced it with a physician's conference - which itself cancelled on the Park Plaza at the last minute. Serves them right!



pmaran01
I don't know if Creation Con still exists, but Arisia certainly still does.

pmaran01
Most future Arisias included a formal dance, but not all of them. And by all accounts the dance continued to be rather neglected by Arisia management.Once the con left the Boston Park Plaza with its Imperial Ballroom, the dance was never quite the same. The current hotel simply doesn't have the physical scale to match the Park Plaza.



pmaran01
This was probably the last year that the Cafe Rouge was in existence. Unfortunately it was closed down by the hotel, and the occasional replacements never matched the quality of the Cafe Rouge.The breakfast buffet at the current Arisia hotel (the Hyatt Regency in Cambridge) is extremely good, but also *extremely* expensive.

pmaran01
I'm sure it didn't. The organization was NERO, by the way.



pmaran01
I've since acquired "The Questor Tapes" and "Shadow On The Land", but am still looking for "Spectre".



pmaran01
Wow, it's hard to believe that I first met Joe and Kiralee only twelve years ago! It feels longer.





pmaran01
There's a long story behind that; see http://www.maranci.net/irws10.htm for more info, if you're interested.

pmaran01
Tyler and I are now on speaking terms, I guess. But I've moved far away, and haven't been to the new Pandemonium location.





pmaran01
He was really a very creepy guy...there was definitely something *wrong* with him. And he really seemed to hate me for some reason.

pmaran01
I still don't have any other cons that I go to, and I would love to find some nice, friendly ones - preferably ones that have panels that I could be on!

pmaran01
Comments are an APA tradition; it's customary for each zine contributor to comment on all the other zines in the previous issue. This provides valuable feedback, which is one of the best reasons for writing for an APA. Of course, quite often contributors don't comment on all the zines, or skip the whole commenting process. In any case, all of these comments are referring to the zines in Interregnum #16. I should have commented on those zines in the previous issue, but computer problems made that impossible.Some of the other contributors were real-world friends (and some still are), while others were people I only corresponded with online.



pmaran01
I have no idea what "that Pendragon story" was, sorry.






